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Abstract: In this paper we consider possible solutions of the problem of complex geometric surfaces’ shape
and position using non-contact control devices (laser scanners, trackers and rangefinders) and analyze flaws
of such equipment. A new method of non-contact control based on analysis of figure, which is projected onto
the body to be measured, is described. The design of large-size bodies’ shape accuracy control device, stages
of its adjustment process and the principle of operation are also described.
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INTRODUCTION Objective definition of shape and position of complex

In this paper we consider possible solutions to building and instrument making; solution of that is
objective definition of shape and position of complex provided by increasing the accuracy of identification of
geometric surface using non-contact control devices geometrical shape of the work-piece, as well as reducing
(laser scanners, trackers and rangefinders) and analyze of time costs associated with hardware-generated and
flaws of such equipment. A new method of non-contact software processing of measured data. The engineers are
control is described; the method is based on analysis of to develop more advanced than existing methods and
figure projected on the body to be measured, the figure is monitoring devices and also ways of unhampered
formed  by  laser emitters’ projections. The design of intercalation them into the process of production. The
large-size bodies’ shape accuracy control device, stages most perspective devices at the moment are there, which
of its adjustment process and the principal of operation are based on methods of non-contact control [1] allowing
are also described. Then, in block diagram form, is to carry out diagnostics without direct contact with the
illustrated an algorithm for determining the principal object, on the one hand, is greatly simplifies measurement,
surface shape of the object. There is described the design but, on the other hand, requires to consider the impact of
of the laser device to determine the error form large the external environment, laws of geometric optics and
objects, description of the stages of adjustment device also effects that are considered deviations from these
and also - how it works. The basic functional parts of laws.
device are semiconductor diode lasers and the CMOS- Laser scanners, trackers, rangefinders are most
type matrix, which provide the principle of operation as appropriate devices for solving the problem described
projecting of laser beams – capturing of laser beams’ above with varying degrees of success. Such devices are

projection with matrix – analysis of laser beams’ divided into pulse and phasic [2] according to their
projection position . Embodiment of the offered method working principles. Substance of pulse working principle
of determining the shape and placing of complex is probe impulse sent to the object and triggering the time
geometric surface and monitoring device let achieve counter inside the device. Distance to an object is
improving the accuracy of complex surface shape and also estimated according to time delay of reflected impulse.
reducing the time due to a technical effect. Devices based on phasic working principle modulate the

geometric surface is a part of topical problem of machine
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sinusoidal laser emission by the modulator. Reflected shape projected on surface of scanned object. Shape
emission goes into receiving optics and photodetector defined by the required quantity of checkpoints is formed
where the modulating signal is produced. According to by means of projecting the beams of lasers, connected to
distance to an object phase of the reflected signal varies power supply, on the surface of the object. Scanning over
in relation to phase of the signal inside the modulator. the whole surface area of the object is executed at the
Distance to an object is given by the phase difference. beginning of cycle; formed shape outline is captured by

Laser scanners measure the distance to an object and matrix of the optical electronic receiver and the image is
two angles. Laser beam is produced by emitter located captured with maximum frequency. Then array processing
inside the measuring head; it reflects off the surface of the of information defining the image of shape is implemented.
object and goes back to receiver. User sets the scanning After that image processing is implemented including the
step while the spinning prism splits up the laser beam converting of captured color image into black and white
vertically and the servomotor rotating measuring head by means of software. Vertices of projected outline are
unit provides the horizontal beam separation according to identified on the image and their positions in relation to
step set by user. Cons of laser scanners are [3]: lack of each other with the position of preset coordinate system
scan direct link to single coordinate system with requires are analyzed. According to algorithms included in
additional device to set scanner checkpoints; quite software the definition of geometric primitive type of
stringent requirements to operating conditions associated surface area is implemented. After scanning over the
with temperature and humidity; low level of automation in whole surface area geometric properties of the surface are
compound shapes’ 3D modeling based on laser scanning; analyzed and displayed on screen. In addition geometric
lack of dynamical shape monitoring due to scanning properties of an object are compared with standard ones
speed and the duration of signal processing. previously created with any software package. For

Working principles of laser trackers are similar to instance, roundness error and cylindricity error [7] are
those of laser scanners, they measure the distance to an evaluated if the surface is cylindrical. New laser device for
object and two angles as well. Tracker sends laser beam evaluation of shape error of large-size bodies [8] is based
to retroreflector connected to measured object. Reflected on the method described above. However it’s worth
beam goes back the same path and is received by tracker noting that this method is justified if the object has large
in the same point from where it was emitted [4]. Major dimensions. Otherwise the diffraction phenomenon
drawback of trackers is that the majority of such systems making further measurements impossible occurs. Block-
are designed to operate inside rooms; such systems have scheme of principal algorithm for definition of surface
ventilation  holes  on  the  head of sensor or controller. shape of the object is shown in Fig. 1.
One  cannot  use such systems outside without the The general view of the device is shown in Fig. 2.
additional protection. Some trackers are capable of Device for definition of shape of large-size bodies’
measuring distance up to 15 m, so the maximum length of consists of following main parts: three pivotally
object is limited [5]. interconnected plates 1, optical electronic receiver 2 with

Assigned problems can be also solved using laser CMOS-matrix 3. Two laser emitters 3 are taken on each
rangefinders [6], major drawback of which is reduction of plate 1 and two additional emitters 4 are mounted on the
their technical capabilities due to high illuminance and middle plate. Pivotally interconnected plates are hinged to
open spaces. It happens because of intersection of solar the support plates 5, which enables stability of the
emission spectrum and laser emission spectrum resulting construction of device during the measurement. Optical
reduction of reflected signal. Precision of distance electronic receiver 2 is connected with personal computer
determination is also reduced in conditions of dusty (with special software), using USB-interface.
rooms. Moreover, measuring distance depends on As emitters in the device are used red semiconductor
absorption capacity of object surface distance to which is diode lasers with a wavelength of 650 nm (stated by the
determined. manufacturer). Allowable voltage of power supply – 3V.

After analyzing cons of existing methods and devices Radiant power of lasers – 5 mW. Type of laser projection
of non-contact control we developed a method of is the point (modification of the laser lens by the
geometric properties’ evaluation and position diffraction  gratings  -  "line"  or  "cross" also possible).
determination of the objects with complex shape of By examining the effect of external environment on the
surface. Method is based on geometric analysis of the process  of laser beams’ projecting on the scanned object,
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Fig. 1: Block-scheme of principal algorithm for definition chosen CMOS-matrix OV5650 has a definition 2592x1936
of surface shape pixels. Matrix size – 4.59 x3.42 mm. Matrix size is 15.7 mm ,

Fig. 2: The general view of the device the  camera  of  the  optical  electronic   receiver   frame  by

we concluded that the effect of refraction is minimal and
the  value  of  atmosphere refractive index is 1.000291 [9]
for the wave which length is limited by red color range.
We note that the index of refractive for waves in the range
of blue and yellow is 1.000296 and 1.000293, therefore it is
also possible to use lasers with corresponding
wavelengths.

Matrix-type CMOS (Complementary Metal-Oxide
Semiconductor) is applied as frame grabber produced by
Omnivision. Model of the matrix– OV5650. The
advantages   of   CMOS-Matrix   in   comparison  with
CCD-matrices should be attributed, in the first place, quick
response (up to 500 frames/s), low power consumption,
simple integration with logical schemes of processing and
memory. Also, using the random access mechanism can
be performed the crop read selected groups of pixels.
Framing let reduce the size of the captured image and
potentially increase the reading’s speed in comparison
with the CCD-sensor, because all information should be
unloaded for further processing for the latter. Thereby,
CMOS-matrix is preferred for the application task. The

2

which simplifies device construction. Pixel Size – 1.75
microns, which allows to achieve the required accuracy.
Parameter DPI for matrix OV5650 is 14340. Output format
of the array data - RAW RGB.

Adjustment of the device described above is
executed as follows:

Position adjustment of lasers mounted in the sleeve
bushes with micrometric screws. Device is connected
to power supply, laser beams are projected on plane
reference surface, six lasers are set up and mounted
in the sleeve bushes so that laser projections
appeared as vertices of rectangle outline;
Laser focusing to get precise laser projection of
minimum size; 
Axis of additional lasers mounted in the middle plate
of device must be located perpendicular to the
surface of scanned object;
Angle of rotation adjustment of plates connected by
hinges is executed according to object dimensions
and the distance between the device and the surface.

Adjusted device operates as follows. The location of
points, which are the projections of laser beams and the
additional lasers, as an image of certain figure, is fixed by
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frame during the definition process of object’s shape and
position. Then information about the parameters of the
optical image is transmitted through the optical electronic
receiver in the electronic signal generator. In the
electronic signal generator converter converts the
received analog signal of the image and relies it in digital
form to the microprocessor, where the data is analyzed by
comparing the distances between points in the initial
position which is set preliminarily and points in the
position we got during the definition process.

The projections' location of laser beams will vary in
accordance to the shape of object surface and its position
in the process of technological rotation.

After analyzing the distances between points of laser
beams’ projections which are the vertices of projected
outline the determination of laser axis’ deflection angles
is executed. Deflection angles affect the projection angles
and shape error. Fig. 3: Scanning diagram of surface

Distances between the vertices of projected outline
vary if the shape of surface deviates. By analyzing the
variation of distances between the vertices of projected
outline during the whole scanning process we determine Matrix of device is located at a distance h from the
the deviation of shape of surface. plot of the scanned surface, this distance is:

Roundness error in specified cross section of the
object is evaluated when the distances between the
vertices of projected outline vary in vertical plane. 

Cylindricity error in specified longitudinal section of Being h  and h  - distance from the surface of the
the object is evaluated when the distances between the matrix to the extreme points of surface patch.
vertices of projected outline vary in horizontal plane. Device scans the surface plot with precision l, which

Let us consider the options of axial deviation of can be found from the known expression for the traveled
additional lasers from the normal line. distance, speed and time:

Keyline loses symmetry relatively its horizontal axis
of balance under axial deviation of additional lasers from l = v  . 
the normal line in a vertical plane.

Keyline loses symmetry relatively its vertical axis of At that l is distance, which matrix scanned with a
balance under axial deviation of additional lasers from the scanning speed v  in a scanning time [tau]. It is
normal line in a horizontal plane. necessary to consider that acquired image "captured"

Keyline loses symmetry relatively its both axis of with an error equal to ±2PI, where PI - the size of one pixel
balance under simultaneous axial deviation of additional matrix, equal to 1.75 microns. It follows, that:
lasers in two planes.

Let's consider scanning the surface of the object l + l  ± 2PI = l  ± 0,003 mm
discretely. Take for example the cylindrical surface of
large-sized body. Scanning diagram is shown in Fig. 3. Total scanning time [tau] be contained scanning time

Scanning is performed at a speed of technological v [tau] , processing time of arrayed data [tau] , definingsc

in the process of technological rotation of object having a graphic image and display-generation time for restored
diameter D = 5m and frequency of rotation n = 1ob/min. image [tau] :
Therefore linear speed of points of surface object v equalob

to:  = , +  + 
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being [tau]  =2•10  s (for processor with 2 GHz); 2. Direct Reflex EDM Technology for the Surveyor andpr
9

[tau] = 5•10  s (response time); Civil Engineer. University of Southern Queenslandind
3

[tau]  - necessary to achieve a minimum value. UR L: h t tp : / /www.usq .e du .au /course /sc

Let's consider two possible solutions of directions 3. Udovik. L., Glushhenko V. Nazemnoe Lazernoe
speed scanning and scanned object: Skanirovanie, 2009. Ochevidnye preimushhestva.

When the direction of the scanning speed coincides 4. Bridges B. and D. White, 1998. Laser Trackers: A
with the direction speed of the objects to be scanned: New Breed of CMM. Quality Digest, No. 2. 

l = v .  = (v  + v ) . (  +  + ; stankostroenie. 2010. No.11.sc ob sc pr ind

When the direction of the scanning speed is Moving Objects from a Moving Vehicle Using a
opposite to the direction speed of the objects to be Scanning Laser Rangefinder. Intelligent
scanned: Transportation Systems 2006, IEEE Proceedings.

l = v .  = (v  – v ) . (  +  + ) ispol'zovanija upravljaemogo processa prisc ob sc pr ind

As a result implementation of the offered method of vrashhenija, ne imejushhego stacionarnuju os'
non-contact control enables to operatively analyze shape vrashhenija. Vestnik belgorodskogo
and position of the dynamic object by geometric analysis gosudarstvennogo tehnologicheskogo universiteta
of projected shape. By using advanced technology and im. V.G. Shuhova. 2012. No.3.
technical recourses, CMOS-matrix in particular, the 8. Chetverikov, B.S., M.S. Chepchurov and A.N.
required measuring precision is provided. Bludov, 2012. Patent RF No.121362. Lazernoe
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